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contemporary 
ease

With a difficult few months behind us, we wanted our Spring/Summer 2022 collection to be calming yet 
playful. It’s a stylish pause as we breathe a sigh of relief, followed by an upbeat look into the future. We 
are longing for a new beginning, for a life that’s just easy. 
The collection is characterized by new, innovative, easy silhouettes. Contemporary femininity, reduced 
design in new, soft and fresh colours - always paired with the highest standards of comfort.
Minimalist aesthetics, which impress with pureness and comfort, exude serenity. This is reflected in light, 
soft shades – we are carrying over the stripped-back colours of the Fall/Winter 2021 Collection. Enjoy 
neutrals like ecru or cream and soft pastel tones in fresh colours like “banana” and “lightjeans”. By com-
bining natural materials with a handcrafted look, we’ve mastered the art of creating authentic-looking 
shoes that are in tune with the natural world. The warm, natural tones come together to give off a har-
monised look. Then add in one of our unique and striking designs to really watch them bloom. Intense 
colours, complex floral prints, tie-dyes and expressive materials spread the joy of fashion.

The material used for most of the collection is a high-quality, super soft nappa leather that holds LWG 
Gold certification for its sustainable processing. We are continuing to use eco-friendly materials seen in 
previous seasons such as regenerated nylon (ECONYL®) or Oeko-Tex cotton. Organic nappa is being 
added as innovative, sustainable upper material. Thanks to its 100 percent pollutant-free production, 
it is the perfect choice to play opposite the Leather Working Group certified leather. What unites these 
materials is their luxurious feel, allowing us to create comfortable, high-quality shoes that turn into long-
living companions. 
Sustainability starts with quality. That is why we do not strive to develop more and more models, but 
rather to make every single shoe better and better.

Reduced & concentrated, modern, easy & harmonious:
The ESSENTIALS section of our collection reimagines casual heels and loafers. Opt for a tonal colour 
scheme, square toe or covered heels in new shapes to give your feet an innovative yet casual makeover. 
Sandals and flats with soft, padded straps put the tubular look front and centre. Meanwhile, choose bet-
ween a woven look, twists or delicate gathering to bring a more handmade aesthetic to your footwear.
The WEEKEND section explores a more sporty attitude, giving off a relaxed and easy-going vibe. Chunky 
soles are a major focus in the Spring/Summer 2022 Collection, especially when it comes to our sporty 
sandals and comfort slides. Soft volume is still the star in this line-up. This is where voluminous quilted 
materials and padded textures meet minimalist aesthetics, turning comfort into a fashion icon in its own 
right. Our sneakers are also getting a glow-up with a range of new colour combinations. Pick from pure 
white, white and pastel tones broken up with bursts of colour, or classic colour blocking.
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ESSENTIALS

SOFT AND EASY LOAFER
Classic turned trend: our loafers are back in the limelight in a new, casual 
design. These comfortable high-fronted heels and fl ats take fashion to a 
whole new level, thanks to their ensemble of slightly rounded square toes, 
new heel shapes and super soft nubuck leather. Easy going at its best. 

A collection of timeless, modern styles complete with an immaculate, handcrafted fi nish. 
Discover everyday, casual styles that off er maximum comfort or check out our selection of 
reworked classics, with designs featuring stylish detailing and a sophisticated fi nish. This 

part of the collection embraces neutral tones and soft pastels, and with high-quality, super 
soft nappa leather, they’re made to last.

BUSINESS CASUAL
We’ve updated our year-round classics with a fresh new look that hits on 
the latest trends. Our new heels and ballerinas have been upgraded with a 
modern and equally reduced design that’s guaranteed to survive the ebb 
and fl ow of fashion.
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SUMMER COMFORTS
Round off  your summer wardrobe with these eye-catching fl at sandals, 
perfect for everyday wear and, thanks to their distinctive square toe, the 
ideal way to add an edgy, modern fl air to your outfi ts. From the colours to the 
designs, everything about this collection is delicate and super soft. There is 
a quiet sense of restraint about these sandals and their understated straps, 
which are also available as padded tube straps that follow the latest trend. 
Most importantly, this is where comfort meets modern femininity. 

CONTEMPORARY WEDGES
You can never go wrong with summery platforms in fresh colours, the 
ultimate fashion essentials for any wardrobe.
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SPORTY SANDALS
This Spring/Summer, say goodbye to heavy combat boots from the winter 
season and hello to sandals with new, chunky soles. With their rugged look, 
these chunky and sporty sandals make for an aesthetic, stylish contrast to 
airy summer clothes and classic outfi ts, placing them squarely in statement 
piece territory. 

COMFORT SLIDES
Chic meets wearability: there’s a good reason we gave our mules this title. 
Not only do these comfort slides exude comfort with every step, they could 
win awards for their versatility. Meanwhile, the deep footbed perfectly fulfi ls 
our criteria for comfortable fashion mixed with aesthetic design.
Subtle sense of style is evident in the monochrome design by matching the 
colour of the soles to the upper material.

Smart at ease: Weekend means relaxed volume, soft silhouettes and maximum comfort. 
This part of the collection focuses on sporty styles and casual, simple designs that embody 
a laid-back attitude towards life. Authentically strong: the charm of these sandals and snea-
kers lies in their unusual, distinctive soles. Mostly associated with minimalist comfort slides, 

the Weekend collection stands for comfort and ease.

WEEKEND
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SNEAKERS
Sneakers will also be huge this season, injecting a hint of the casual into 
classic business chic. Live life in full colour with our Spring/Summer sneakers. 
We’re moving away from pure white in favour of splashes of colour, metallic 
accents and all-over-pastel. With their expressive colours and bold colour 
blocking, these sneakers are not afraid to draw attention to themselves.
A chunky sole is also a key feature in our new sneaker concepts, such as 
the New Performance Runner, which, thanks to the use of ultra lightweight 
material, still feels light as a feather.

ESPADRILLES
Espadrilles are what happens when you combine creativity and artisanship. 
Whether you opt for sandals, wedges or slide sandals, this shoe radiates 
casual chic. Fall in love with sophisticated details that add a touch of 
extravagance, such as our chunky and yet lightweight EVA soles with 
braided raffi  a edging, a confi dent fl oral print, or warm natural tones like 
summery reed green and almond. As almost all of our materials are 100% 
natural, our espadrilles are remarkably light and airy.
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FOR FURTHER INFORMATION, PLEASE DO NOT HESITATE TO CONTACT US AT ANY TIME:


